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 Sticky wall sheep! 
Today we explored a new farm animal– sheep for our sensory play today. I put a contact paper on the 

glass door and drew a sheep on that. Then I put some cotton balls in a plate and invited children to join 

me. I started putting the cotton balls one by one on the paper and said, “ It’s a sheep!” Arden copied me 

by saying, “ EEP!” and then she grabbed few cotton balls together in her hand and started putting them 

on the paper. Children loved thsi experience and they enjoyed tapping tehri hands on the sticky appear 

and felt that sticky texture. 

Bonnie and Hailey enjoyed the soft touch of cotton balls and loved to hold them in their hands. 

Learning outcomes: 1.3, 2.1, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1 

Written by : Megha  



Foot painting– A beautiful pig! 
What an exciting sensory experience our babies had today. Miss Megha, Miss Matisse and 

Miss Vivian all decided to make a pig out of the starfish footprints. Arden, Harlow and Hailey, 

after Miss Vivian put the paint on their feet, laughed as the cold paint tickled their feet. 

Madeleine and Amelia were both confused with the feeling of the paint unsure of what it 

was on their feet. Grace was excited to feel the cold paint on her feet, although once the 

paint was on her foot she was very unsure about the feeling and let Miss Matisse know that 

she didn't really like the paint brush tickling her foot.  

Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 4.1, 4.2 

Written by Miss Matisse  



 

Indoors and outdoors! 
Indoor play helps children in widening the Areas of their interest by exploring 

different toys and activities whereas outdoor play helps the children in learning 

more about tehri surroundings and makes them more comfortable with the 

world around him. 

After exploring the indoor environment, before lunch, children headed outside to 

get some fresh air where I set up some activities like ball-pit, obstacle course, 

climbing tomb and some sensory books. Ball-pit was the main attraction out-

doors where children loved to sit in there and had fun with balls. 

Hailey loved to grab as many balls as she could in her hands. “ what you got 

Hailey?” I asked and she giggled while spreading the balls with her hands. Grace 

was very interested in pressing buttons on  a musical book and loved to hear 

the rhymes every time she pressed a button. 

Arden enjoyed sliding in the ball-pit whereas Amelia and Harlow grabbed their 

attention in the soft touch books and “drop the activity. 

Children ahd great fun time while exploring their indoor and outdoor surround-

ings. 

Learning outcomes: 1.4, 3.1, 3.2, 4.3, 5.4 

Written by : Megha  



Photos of the 

day! 



Analysis of Learning 
Exercised their hand eye coordination 

Developing fine motor skills  

Becoming more confident in themselves  

Reflection of day 
Today all the children participated in the art activity show-

ing that they  enjoyed using their creative skills and fine 

motor skills. What a fun day it was for all of the starfish! 


